Important Information

Latest Software
We recommend that you install the most recent software release to stay up-to-date with the latest functional improvements, stability fixes, security enhancements and protection against new and evolving attacks.

Latest Documentation
The latest version of this document is at: http://supportcontent.checkpoint.com/documentation_download?ID=13681
For additional technical information, visit the Check Point Support Center (http://supportcenter.checkpoint.com).
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Feedback
Check Point is engaged in a continuous effort to improve its documentation.
Please help us by sending your comments (mailto:cp_techpub_feedback@checkpoint.com?subject=Feedback on Upgrade Validation Utility R75.30 Release Notes).
The Validation Utility

Before you can upgrade to R75.30, you must discover conflicting hotfixes. Run this utility on all R75.20 machines that have post-release hotfixes installed.

To run the Validation Utility:
1. Download: R75_30_Validator.tgz
2. Copy this file to a temporary directory.
3. Extract the utility: `gtar zxvf R75_30_Validator.tgz`.
   This command extracts the utility in a different subdirectory for each operating system.
4. From the applicable subdirectory for your operating system, run:
   - **SecurePlatform, Solaris, Linux, IPSO**: `./HFAValidator`
   - **Windows**: `HFAValidator.exe`
   If the output does not show hotfix conflicts, install R75.30.
5. If the output shows conflicts, decide what you want to do:
   - **Sample output**

```
**********************************************************
Welcome to Check Point R75.30 pre-installation validation utility
**********************************************************
Checking if R75.30 can be installed...Error!
R75.30 validator was aborted due to:
  A fix conflict was detected during pre-install validation.
  Missing fixes with Check Point Security Gateway R75.20 R75_30:
  00789062, 00789068, 00826835, 00842225, 00848918
```

The conflicting hotfixes are identified by tracking numbers, which you can match in the Release Notes of the installed hotfixes.

To install R75.30, run installation with: "UnixInstallScript -NOCRS".

⚠️ **Important** - If you do this, you overwrite the existing hotfixes!

If you want to keep your hotfixes and upgrade to R75.30, contact support to resolve the installation issue.